MEMORANDUM
DATE: 20 March 2017
TO:

Brent Notbohm, Chair of the Faculty

FROM: UWS Planning and Budgetary Council
RE:

Charge and Mission request for PBC

At PBC’s March 9th meeting, we discussed the mission and function of PBC within UWS’ current
budgetary structure. Due to changes in the structure of the budgeting processing (namely, the
Integrated Planning and Budgeting Process and the formation of the Strategic Planning Core Team), PBC
has some existential questions about our function and role within the campus budgetary process. Our
concerns are outlined below. It may be helpful to frame this discussion as thinking about the other
councils of Faculty Senate: UAAC oversees the curriculum; APRC oversees academic program review and
integrity; Personnel Council oversees promotions, tenure, and sabbaticals. Each of these councils has a
clearly articulated purpose and serves a need that is readily identifiable. It has become clear to the
members of PBC, that the mission of our council has become muddled and our role confused or
redundant.
First, PBC’s role within the budgeting process lacks definition and motivation. The timeframe for PBC to
give feedback on Academic Department’s budgets seems hurried and it is unclear how we are meant to
score the budget proposals. Do we offer feedback based on the Academic Plan, the Strategic Plan, or
other initiatives? Without knowing more explicitly about how our recommendations are being used and
what perspective is necessary, it is difficult for us to provide feedback that will be meaningful. Similarly,
after PBC submitted its recommendation, there was no communication back to us to offer guidance on
what was helpful or not helpful about our recommendations. Further, with the retirement of Jerry
Hembd, there does not seem to be a clear liaison that will interface between PBC and the SPCT/IPBP.
PBC believes that there needs to be a more clearly delineated role for PBC in the budgeting process.
Namely, is it possible for PBC to be involved in a more efficient or proactive way? Should part of the
budgeting process speak to the Academic Plan that PBC is specifically charged with crafting? If PBC is
meant to be the faculty voice in the budgeting process, who is listening?
Second, there is some confusion as to if PBC approves or supports budgetary decisions. Ultimately, all
academic budgets are approved or denied by the Vice-Chancellor of Academic Affairs—so it is unclear
how PBC fits into this picture. For example, if a new major is proposed and the Provost has announced
support prior to PBC review, is the PBC review meaningful? As a body that is advisory to faculty senate
with no real budgeting authority, it is unclear how we can approve or disapprove.

Third, PBC has no oversight, authority, or power over auxiliary services. We are uninvolved with staffing
decisions (allocation of faculty lines, oversight of adjunct/overload budget). There was concern among
the council that PBC cannot make strong budgetary decisions and recommendations with such a myopic
view of campus.
Finally, the campus has a very different budgeting process and structure now than when the Planning
and Budgetary Council was formed. At that time, faculty had no input into the budgeting process. If
there is currently a permanent spot for faculty on the SPCT, is there a need for PBC? Perhaps PBC is no
longer a useful entity in the annual budgeting process. Instead, it may make more sense to think about
PBC as a group that is tasked with special projects (i.e. the academic plan, new academic programs, etc)
instead of annual budgeting. Essentially, the council believes that the current organization and function
of PBC is not serving the needs of our campus community.

Respectfully submitted,
E. Aldridge, O. Famule, S. Mahmud, E. Pinnow, M. Roth Day

